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Reviewer's report:

I only have seven little comments:

1. what happened with the infection case (page 13)? Was it performed with a needle or a cannula? Which treatment was given (antibiotics...)? How long was the treatment of the infection? What was the result? Any consequence for the final volume? Any sequela?

2. page 15 (+ to add in bibliography page 26): when we mention Restylane SubQ migration we may add the bibliographic reference (15)


3. page 16: second paragraph- line number 4 / Replace deep by MUSCLE = « the zygomaticus muscle »

4. page 17: add reference 15 (De Lorenzi et al.) at the end of the conclusion.

5. page 20 : replace Ascher scale by « Facial volume loss scale » in Figure 2 and Figure 4a texts.


7. Figure 2 about « Mean score 3.7”….you must erase the comments below (“Q3How would you rate…Q11 How would you rate…”)}